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When rally fans hear the name Toivonen, they immediately think of breathtaking performances and glorious
victories. But it is also hard to forget the accident on the 1986 Tour de Corse that took the lives of Henri
Toivonen and his co-driver Sergio Cresto and which eventually brought Group B rallying to an end. Henri
was one of the most exceptional rally drivers in history. His inspiring performances in the Talbot Sunbeam
Lotus, Opel Ascona 400, Porsche 911 SCRS and Lancia Rally 037 are all well-remembered. But it was the
Lancia Delta S4 that really showcased Henris ability with victories in the RAC and Monte Carlo rallies, the
latter twenty years after his father's own triumph in the Principality. This book tells the fascinating story of
the Toivonen family in rallying and racing. It starts with father Pauli's heroic drives in the 1950s and 1960s,

including winning the European Rally title of 1968 at the wheel of a Porsche 911.

Reseña del editor When rally fans hear the name Toivonen they immediately think of breathtaking
performances and glorious victories. Harri Toivonen speaks of his brother Henri on the anniversary of his

death Overdrive.

Henri Toivonen

Pauli was the father of Harri and Henri Toivonen.Whilst Pauli Toivonen . Toivonen egy Porsche 911es
kormányánál 1984ben. His father Pauli Toivonen was the 1968 European Rally Champion for Porsche and
his brother Harri Toivonen became a professional circuit racer. His father was one of the first Finnish drivers
that came into the south of Europe. PauliHenri and Harri Toivonen.The Big of Races. Henri Pauli Toivonen
25 August 1956 2 May 1986 was a Finnish rally driver born in Jyväskylä the home of Rally Finland. Henri
Toivonen was the son of Pauli who was considered one of rallyings original Flying Finns 1968. Illoinen Esa
2012 Hardback Engels. toivonen pauli henri amp harri finlands fastest. Toivonen Pauli Henri Harri Finlands
fastest family Hardcover October 1 2012. Harri Toivosen tytär on vuoden 2014 Miss Suomeksi valittu Bea

Toivonen. More information on the book priced at 28.50 euros softback and 32.50 euros hardback is
available here. This book tells the fascinating story of the Toivonen family in rallying and racing. Toivonen
Pauli Henri Harri Esa Illoinen Klein Reinhard Verlag 2012 ISBN 9783927458611. He is the younger brother

of Henri Toivonen and son of Pauli Toivonen..
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